AZURE CLOUD MIGRATION QUICKSTART
Cloud

Do you have a skill or staff constraint to support migration? Or an
impeding event requiring a move quickly? CDW’s Cloud Migration
QuickStart services are built to migrate your existing servers to your
destination cloud using cloud-native tooling and are limited to rehost/
lift-and-shift servers running supported Windows or Linux servers only.
CDW’s cloud team has helped hundreds of clients get started with their cloud
journey. Reach out to us to get set up quickly and correctly the first time, with full
knowledge handover so you can focus on what really matters.

AZURE CLOUD MIGRATION QUICKSTART INCLUDES:
 Deployment of migration tooling for Azure in your organization’s environment
 Configuration of servers for replication
 Cutover assistance
 Staging test and troubleshooting
 Cutover of host to cloud
 Guidance and knowledge transfer from our cloud experts

Our cloud team is excited to assist you in expediting the migration process and set you up for success for in-house migrations in
the future.

CDW.ca | 800.972.3922

Cloud

CDW CLOUD PORTFOLIO
CDW CLOUD PRACTICE
Our CDW cloud practice accelerates the development process, enables your team to manage infrastructure more
autonomously and ultimately improves your experience.
 We are a Microsoft Gold Partner with Cloud Platform, Mobility and Infrastructure competencies
 CDW’s cloud practice has a bench of cloud certified Azure professionals to support your cloud journey
 We use automation tools to deploy your Azure landing zone, which reduces risk, time and costs
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WHY CDW?

 Microsoft Gold Partner and Azure Expert MSP
 Azure, Terraform, Ansible, Red Hat, Docker Professionals
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For more information, contact your CDW account team
at 800.972.3922 or visit CDW.ca/cloud
The terms and conditions of product sales are limited to those contained on CDW’s website at CDW.ca. Notice of objection to and rejection of any additional or different terms in any form delivered by customer is
hereby given. CDW®, CDW•G® and PEOPLE WHO GET IT® are registered trademarks of CDW LLC. All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the sole property of their respective owners.
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